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Abstract 

The goal of this paper is to emphasise the importance of the way of handling missing data 

and its impact on the outcome of empirical studies. Using the 2002 wave of the Spanish 

Survey of Household Finances (EFF), I study the performance of alternative methods: listwise 

deletion, non-stochastic, multiple and single imputation based on linear-regression models, 

and hot-deck procedures.  

Using descriptive statistics of the marginal and conditional distributions of income and wealth 

and estimating mean and quantile regressions, listwise deletion brings imprecise and biased 

estimates, non-stochastic imputation underestimates variance and dispersion and hot deck 

fails to capture the potential relationships among survey variables.  
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1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to evaluate empirically the most usual ways of handling missing

data on income and wealth variables. This is done using the first wave of the Spanish

Survey of Household Finances (in Spanish Encuesta Financiera de las Familias, EFF

hereafter). The EFF is a wealth survey that the Banco de España decided to launch in

2001 with similar features to those carried out in other countries, such as the Survey of

Consumer Finances (SCF) in the US and the Survey of Household Income and Wealth

(SHIW) in Italy.1 The EFF survey, whose first wave corresponds to 2002, collects

information about households’ holdings in real and financial assets, debts, different sources

of income and consumption. It provides microdata to study households’ consumption,

saving and investment decisions in Spain.2

By its own nature, non-response rates are typically high in wealth surveys. Non-

response takes place in a survey in two ways. First, survey or unit non-response occurs

when households do not want to participate in the survey or cannot be located by the

interviewers. A typical characteristic of wealth surveys is the existence of a high rate of

survey non-response that is not random and depends on income and wealth; the higher

household wealth, the higher non-participation in the survey is. This problem is more

severe in wealth surveys that oversamples wealthy individuals like the SCF and the EFF.

Oversampling is a desirable feature of wealth surveys to allow the feasibility of studies

concerning the household portfolio decisions. This is so because the distribution of house-

hold wealth is heavily skewed and some types of assets, mainly financial assets, are only

held by a low percentage of the population. One way of taking into account that unit

non-response is not random is to use weights adjusted by the non-response in order not

to bias the potential analysis of the data.

The second type of non-response is called item non-response and happens when house-

holds do not answer all questions asked by the interviewer, because of lack of understand-

ing of the question, lack of knowledge of the answer, and reluctance and unwillingness to

1Both the description and the methodology of the EFF are explained by Bover (2004).
2The microdata and the corresponding documentation are available on the Banco de España website

(http://www.bde.es/estadis/eff/effe.htm).
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disclose some information. This entails the existence of missing data in some parts of the

questionnaire completed by households. Item non-response is the kind of non-response

that I will address in this paper. Like survey non-response, item non-response is not ran-

dom, since it usually follows a pattern that depends on household characteristics. Item

non-response occurs in euro questions more often than it does in questions involving a

discrete number of alternatives (e.g. yes/no questions about the ownership of a particular

asset). In the EFF, item non-response affects mostly variables on income, wealth, debt

and values invested in each type of asset in a non-random way. The problem again be-

comes more serious in surveys with oversampling of the wealthy since usually the richer

the households, the higher the item non-response rates are. Accordingly, the results of

all potential analyses based on such surveys ignoring the presence of missing data and

not taking into account that the item non-response is not random can be misleading.

Moreover, irrespective of whether the item missingness is random or not, Rubin (1996)

also suggests another reason why the data base constructors should provide imputations,

deleting households with missing data would render some multivariate studies infeasible

due to the resulting small sample sizes, as we can see later in the empirical results.

For these reasons, wealth surveys like the SCF and the EFF provide imputations of

missing data, so that correct inferences may be made by the users. There are two char-

acteristics of the imputations provided by the SCF and the EFF. First, several values are

imputed for each missing observation, based on the method proposed by Rubin (1976) and

explained in more detail in Rubin (1987), Little and Rubin (1987) and Schafer (1997).3

By providing data imputed multiply, the analysis may take into account the uncertainty

about the imputed data. Second, the imputations will preserve the characteristics of the

distributions and the relationships among the variables of the survey, if the imputation

models allow for a great number of covariates that try to preserve the potential relation-

ships among the imputed variables and the rest of variables of the survey.

Nowadays, many researchers, (see, for instance, Korinek et al., 2005 and 2007, Vazquez

Alvarez et al., 1999, and De Luca and Peracchi, 2007), are concerned about how non-

3See Kennickell (1991, 1998) for a detailed description of the imputation methods of the Survey of
Consumer Finances and Barceló (2006) for the EFF.
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response may affect their estimates, and they use different parametric or non-parametric

techniques to deal with this issue and control for non-response. Korinek et al. (2007)

exploit the geographic structure of survey nonresponse rates to identify a parametric

compliance function that serves to re-weight income data from the US Current Population

Survey (CPS). Using this method, Korinek et al. (2005) encounter that correcting for

survey nonresponse increases mean income and inequality. Vazquez Alvarez et al. (1999)

focus on item nonresponse and follow the Manski’s approach to estimate the distribution

function and quantiles of personal income; unlike the parametric approach of selection

models, without additional assumptions they identify the parameters of interest up to a

bounding interval taking into account item nonresponse.

De Luca and Peracchi (2007) investigates whether the missing data mechanisms under-

lying item and unit non-response on food and expenditure consumption may be considered

missing at random (MAR) or not using selectivity models and data from the Survey on

Health, Aging and Retirement in Europe (SHARE). As explained in Section 4, the MAR

assumption implies that the distribution of the complete data (observed and missing data)

only depends on observed data. This assumption may not be reliable if information is

not available about key covariates related to the main determinants of the non-response

on income and wealth variables, such as location variables and wealth strata and social

status indicators. These variables are key covariates in all imputation models of the EFF

data.

David et al. (1986) compare alternative imputation methods for the CPS wages and

salaries. In particular, they focus on various ways of imputing by hot-deck procedures,

regression imputations and different approaches for imputing using single randomised

regressions (adding to the predicted value a random term or an empirical residual selected

randomly). David et al. (1986) can obtain an exact match of the March 1981 CPS data

to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tax records using Social Security numbers of tax

filers. They use the IRS data to investigate how the different methods of imputing data

underestimate the aggregate and to compare various measures of relative and absolute

errors over the aggregate to assess the bias of each method. They conclude that the

3
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imputations based on regression models have slightly smaller mean absolute errors than

the hot deck procedures. This paper compares imputation methods not only studying the

aggregate, but also focussing on the characteristics of the distributions and estimating

some conditional models to analyse the relationships among wealth and income variables.

In this paper, I compare the performance of the multiple imputation method applied

in the first wave of the Spanish Survey of Household Finances (EFF) against other widely

used methods of handling missing data, such as the deletion of the incomplete cases

(listwise deletion), and other imputation methods, such as non-stochastic linear-regression

imputations and stochastic imputation methods based on randomised linear-regression

models and hot-deck procedures, and single versus multiple imputations.

For this purpose, I have imputed household total income and wealth held in every

asset in two different ways. First, I use the EFF imputation models, mostly randomisation

from regression predictions [see Barceló (2006) for details] to impute non-stochastically,

without allowing for the randomisation term. Second, I impute the same variables by hot

deck using the most economically and statistically significant covariates of the regression

prediction models. I highlight the advantages of the multiple imputation models based

on a wide range of covariates, looking at the descriptive statistics and the estimates from

mean and quantile regressions of some relevant wealth and income variables.

The main results of the paper can be summarised in four points. First, the deletion of

incomplete cases usually biases the results and increases the inefficiency of the statistics

by reducing the sample size. Second, the non-stochastic imputation method makes the

distribution of the imputed variables more peaked around the mean and hence reduces

dispersion. Third, hot deck imputation methods cannot preserve all the relationships

among the survey variables due to the need of conditioning only on a very small number

of covariates. Finally, single imputation may yield misleading information about the

significance of the statistics, since it treats the imputed value as it was the actual one

and underestimates variances. The desirability of multiple imputation methods versus

the deletion of incomplete cases and other ad hoc imputation methods have also been

addressed in topics on finance by Kofman and Sharpe (2003) and in other disciplines like

4
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health sciences by Longford et al. (2000) in their study of alcohol consumption.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 explains in detail why imputation

is useful and which imputation methods would be more appropriate, specially in wealth

surveys. Section 3 explains the motivation behind multiple imputation and describes the

imputation procedure implemented in the EFF. Section 4 explains more practical issues

of the EFF imputation that could be useful when performing imputations in other data

sets. Section 5 describes the empirical analysis carried out to evaluate the performance

of alternative methods of handling missing data and the main results obtained. Finally,

Section 6 summarises the main conclusions of this paper.

5
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2 The choice of the imputation method

Until recently, the most widespread ways of dealing with missing data were to fill in

missing values with means of the observed data (“fill-in with means”), to delete cases or

observations that have missing values in at least one variable in the empirical model of

interest (“listwise deletion”) and to replace missing values by other predicted values using

non-stochastic imputation methods that best fit the observed data.

However, as many authors like Little and Rubin (1987), Rubin (1987, 1996) and

Schafer (1997) emphasise, the goal of imputing is not to replace missing data by those

predicted values that best fit the variables of interest, but to preserve the characteristics

of their distribution and the relationships between different variables. In this way, all

potential analyses carried out with different statistics, not only means but also medians,

percentiles, variances and correlations, are unbiased. For this reason, the imputation

methods and the ways of dealing with missing data mentioned above (“fill-in with means”,

“listwise deletion” and non-stochastic imputation) are not suitable, since they do not

preserve the distribution of the complete data (i.e. the joint distribution of both the

observed and missing data). Non-stochastic imputation and the method of “fill-in with

means” make the distribution more peaked around the mean of the observed data and

underestimate the variance. Finally, results based on “listwise deletion” may be biased,

due to the fact that this method ignores the fact that item non-response is not random

in wealth surveys like the EFF.

Only imputation methods based on stochastic imputation can help preserve the distri-

bution of the complete data, since missing information is imputed randomly by hot-deck

procedures or by adding a random number to the values predicted by the imputation

model using a distribution also specified by the imputation model. In this way, the im-

puted data preserve the distribution of the complete data, not only the mean of the

variables but also other distribution characteristics such as percentiles and variances.

However, as Rubin (1987, 1996) states, one single stochastic imputation does not take

into account the uncertainty about the imputation due to the fact that it treats the

imputed value as if it was the actual one; we need to draw several imputed values to
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take into account the uncertainty about the imputed values and not to underestimate the

standard errors of all statistics used. With only one single stochastic imputed value of the

missing data, in the empirical analysis we would have to use complete-data econometric

tools as if they were the true data, forgetting that they are not actually observed. The

EFF, like the SCF, imputes five values for each missing item of each household observation,

whereby these five values may differ depending on the degree of uncertainty about the

imputed values under one model for non-response.

Little and Rubin (1987) and Rubin (1996) point out that multiple imputation can

reflect two kinds of uncertainty: first, uncertainty about the imputed values under a

given model for non-response by drawing stochastically several imputed values (as done

by the SCF and the EFF) and, second, uncertainty about the correct model for non-

response by drawing stochastically several imputed values not only under one model for

non-response, but also across different models for non-response. The combined inferences

[explained later and shown in equation (6)] across these models can be contrasted to

analyse their sensitivity to the models for non-response. This second kind of uncertainty

about the correct model for non-response is not addressed by the multiple imputation

methods applied in the SCF, the EFF and in this paper.

However, the multiple imputation method applied by the SCF and the EFF is robust to

misspecifications of the imputation models. If the model for non-response is misspecified

or poor, the multiple random terms added to the predicted value will differ greatly among

themselves and the influence of the randomised part on the total imputed value will

be stronger. Moreover, the random terms represent the variation unexplained by the

imputation model and come from a distribution whose variance is that of the residuals of

the regression model.

Finally, Rubin (1996) gives the two most important reasons why the database con-

structors should provide imputations of the missing data, instead of letting potential users

impute their own data. First, potential users of the data may neither know the modelling

and the tools required to impute the missing data nor devote enough time, effort and

computational resources to obtain acceptable imputations. Second, to preserve confiden-
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tiality, users of the data will not receive information about some relevant variables that

are major determinants of the non-response and very good predictors of the imputed in-

come and wealth variables. In the case of the EFF, random wealth strata indicators and

location variables will not be available to users; these variables are not only very good

predictors of many variables, but they are also important factors of item non-response.

Thus, users will not have some key covariates available for satisfying the main assumption

made by many imputation methods like that carried out here, which is called missing at

random.

However, if users of the EFF data wish to carry out more complex imputation methods

or to deal with missing data using maximum likelihood models or other approaches, they

may do it. Indeed, all survey values are flagged in such a way that the users know whether

they are originally observed or missing and the reason for item missingness (respondent

does not know or is not willing to give an answer).

8
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3 General features of multiple imputation in the EFF

3.1 Assumptions and theoretical framework

Missing at random The imputation of the EFF data is done assuming missing at ran-

dom (MAR) as explained by Rubin (1976). This assumption implies that the conditional

distribution of the household responses, R, only depends on the observed data, Yobs, but

not on the missing data, Ymis.

Let Y be the N × K matrix formed by the K variables available for each of the N

participants in the EFF survey; this matrix can be decomposed into two matrices, Yobs and

Ymis, containing the observed and the missing data separately, so we have Y = (Yobs Ymis).

The non-response model depends on the parameter vector, φ. The MAR assumes:

P (R | Y, φ) = P (R | Yobs, φ) ; Y = (Yobs Ymis) (1)

This assumption asserts that the distribution of the non-response conditional on the

complete data (the observed and the missing data) is independent of the missing data.

This assumption is satisfied when we can control for the determinants of the non-response

in the imputation models using the observed data, Yobs. Thus, the lack of some key

covariates of the non-response will make the imputations not reliable.

Ignorable missing data mechanism As Rubin (1976) and Cameron and Trivedi

(2005) explained, another assumption made by the imputation methods like that of the

SCF and the EFF is that the missing data mechanism is ignorable. This occurs when the

household response is missing at random and the parameters of the missingness mech-

anism, φ, are distinct from θ, the parameters of our imputation model of the missing

data, P (Ymis | Yobs, θ) (i.e. φ and θ are not related). If so, we do not need to specify the

non-response model, P (R | Yobs, φ), for imputing missing data.

Stochastic imputation In large surveys like the EFF (containing around 3,000 vari-

ables), the pattern of item missingness may be very different across household observa-
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tions, so the number of variables to be imputed and the variables included in the two

vectors defined for each household i, Yobs,i and Ymis,i, are specific to each household.4

At the beginning of the imputation process, the original sample of N households,

Y = (Yobs Ymis) has the following structure:5

Yobs,1 Ymis,1
Yobs,2 Ymis,2

...
...

Yobs,N Ymis,N

(2)

We impute missing data stochastically to preserve the characteristics of the data dis-

tribution. Suppose that the imputation model we propose for the variable of interest, say

y, is as follows:

y = Xβ + u, u | X ∼ N
(
0, σ2I

)
(3)

Stochastic imputation based on a linear-regression model replaces the missing value,

ymis, by its best linear predicted value, Xβ̂, plus a random draw, û, coming from the

normal distribution function with the following variance-covariance matrix:

ŷmis = Xβ̂ + û, û | X ∼ N
(
0, σ̂2I

)
(4)

β̂ = (X ′X)
−1

(X ′y) ; σ̂2 =
1

n

(
y′y − y′X (X ′X)

−1
X ′y

)
The matrix X has n× k dimension and contains k covariates that the model includes

4That is to say, the variables included in the vectors, Yobs,i and Ymis,i, and their dimension are
different across households, and they depend on the pattern of item missingness across households. If K
is the number of variables included in the survey (i.e. the number of columns of matrix Y ), we generally
observe for two different households, i and j, the following: no. of variables in Yobs,i 6= no. inYobs,j , no.
of variables in Ymis,i 6= no. in Ymis,j , no. of variables in Yi = no. in Yj = K, and the sum of the number
of variables in Yobs,l and Ymis,l is equal to K, for l = 1, . . . , N .

5If the number of households were 2 and variables in the survey 3, the sample structure would be:

(Yobs Ymis) =
(
yobs,11 yobs,12 yobs,13 ymis,11 ymis,12 ymis,13

yobs,21 yobs,22 yobs,23 ymis,21 ymis,22 ymis,23

)
One example of this structure is the following:

(Yobs Ymis) =
(

1 · 4
5 9 ·

· 3 ·
· · 7

)
The matrix Ymis contains the missing information in the survey, which is unobserved and must be im-

puted (the second variable is missing for the first household and the third for the second household). An-
other equivalent notation of the survey structure is written in terms of the number of survey variables also
separating observed and missing data, as follows: (Yobs Ymis) = (yobs,1 yobs,2 yobs,3 ymis,1 ymis,2 ymis,3).
This notation will be used later, when describing the iterations of the imputation process.

10
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for imputing the variable of interest, y; n denotes the subsample size of respondents

over which the imputation model is estimated. If X is properly constructed, stochastic

imputation preserves the characteristics of the distribution among the variable of interest,

y, and other variables of the survey. This is due to the fact that the randomisation does

not make the distribution of the complete data more peaked around the mean of the

observed data nor underestimate the variance, unlike other methods, such as “fill-in with

means” and non-stochastic imputation.

Section 4 explains in more detail the kind of covariates we need to include in the imput-

ation models to preserve the relationships among survey variables and the characteristics

of the distribution of the complete data. The matrix X should allow for a large number

of covariates in the imputation models: to control for non-response and satisfy the MAR

assumption and the ignorable missing data mechanism, to include good predictors of both

the variable to impute and the possibly missing covariates, and to use covariates highly

related to the variable to impute according to different economic models.

Multiple imputation The EFF, like the SCF, provides multiply imputed values of

the missing data instead of one single value, to reflect the uncertainty about the imputed

values under one model for non-response. Single stochastic imputation only takes into ac-

count the within-imputation variance of the statistics constructed using a single imputed

data set, but ignores the between-imputation variance due to the uncertainty about the

imputed values. For each missing value of each variable k, ymis,ik, we have m imputed

values, ŷ
(1)
mis,ik, · · · , ŷ

(m)
mis,ik. The difference between them depends on the degree of uncer-

tainty about the imputation model. After imputing all variables of the survey, we have

m complete-data sets, where the observed data of household i, Yobs,i, are repeated in each

data set and its missing data, Ymis,i, are replaced by each one of the m imputed values,

Ŷ
(s)
mis,i, s = 1, 2, . . . ,m. As a result, the final data sample has the following structure in

11
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the EFF, where m = 5:

Data set 1:

Yobs,1 Ŷ
(1)
mis,1

Yobs,2 Ŷ
(1)
mis,2

...
...

Yobs,N Ŷ
(1)
mis,N

→ Q̂(1), U (1)

...

Data set 5:

Yobs,1 Ŷ
(5)
mis,1

Yobs,2 Ŷ
(5)
mis,2

...
...

Yobs,N Ŷ
(5)
mis,N

→ Q̂(5), U (5)

(5)

Let Q̂(s) and U (s) be the vector of statistics of interest and its estimated variance-

covariance matrix from the complete data set s. Following Little and Rubin (1987),

Schafer (1997) and Cameron and Trivedi (2005), one possible way of treating multiply

imputed data sets is to carry out the empirical analysis separately in each complete-data

set, and then to combine these estimands by averaging over the m multiply imputed data

sets, as follows:

Q =
1

m

m∑
s=1

Q̂(s); U =
1

m

m∑
s=1

U (s)

B =
1

m− 1

m∑
s=1

(
Q̂(s) −Q

)(
Q̂(s) −Q

)′
T = U +

(
1 +

1

m

)
B (6)

The estimated variance-covariance matrix, T , of the combined statistic vector, Q, takes

into account the within-imputation variability, U , and the between-imputation variability,

B. The latter is due to the uncertainty about the imputation and is ignored by single

imputation methods; this is the reason why single imputation underestimates the variance

of the statistics. Equation (6) shows that, the higher the value of m, the lower the loss of

efficiency due to imputation is in T . Rubin (1976) shows how the loss of efficiency varies

depending on both the number of multiply imputed values, m, and the fraction of missing

data. For the most common values of the fraction of missing information (normally less

than 30%), as the number of multiple imputations increases from 5, the efficiency gain

is very low and it does not offset the effort in terms of time, storage and computational

12
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requirements.

Schafer (1997) asserts that in large samples the proper distribution on which to make

inferences using the combined statistic, Q, is not normal for small m. When Q is a scalar,

its asymptotic distribution is approximated by a t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom,

ν = (m− 1)
[
1 + U

(1+m−1)B

]2
. For multivariate estimands and small m, Schafer (1997)

says that the between-imputation covariance matrix, B, is very noisy, whereby matrix T

is not a proper estimate of total variance. A more reliable estimate of total variance is

given by Li et al. (1991) as T̃ = (1 + r1)U , where r1 = (1 +m−1) tr
(
BU

−1
)/

k is the

average relative increase in variance due to non-response and k the number of parameters.

Li et al. (1991) also provide the best approximation for the degrees of freedom of the

asymptotic F-distribution, Fk, ν1 , of the statistic over which to test hypotheses about Q0

[Pr
(
Fk,ν1 >

(
Q−Q0

)′
T̃−1

(
Q−Q0

)
/k
)

]. The degrees of freedom, ν1, are calculated as

follows: ν1 = 4 + (t− 4)
[
1 + (1− 2t−1) r−1

1

]2
where t = k (m− 1).

3.2 Description of the imputation procedure

Iterative and sequential imputation process The imputation procedure is based

on the data augmentation algorithm (see Tanner and Wong, 1987) and Markov chain

Monte Carlo method, and has a sequential and iterative structure (see Schafer 1997):

I-step (Imputation step): Ŷ
(t)
mis ∼ P

(
Ymis | Yobs,θ̂

(t−1)
)

P-step (Posterior step): θ̂
(t)
∼ P

(
θ | Yobs,Ŷ (t)

mis

)
(
Ŷ

(1)
mis, θ̂

(1)
)
,
(
Ŷ

(2)
mis, θ̂

(2)
)
, · · · d→ P (Ymis, θ | Yobs) (7)

Each iteration t consists of two steps, the first step is called imputation step, here

the missing data are imputed, Ŷ
(t)
mis, using the previous-iteration estimates, θ̂

(t−1)
, of the

parameters that come from the missing data distribution conditional on observed data.

The second step is called posterior step, and it estimates the parameters of the complete

data distribution, θ̂
(t)

, coming from the imputation model and using the imputations of the

first step, Ŷ
(t)
mis, as if the imputed values were actually known or observed. Then, we start

another iteration, t + 1, repeating both steps until the convergence of the process (when
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the imputed data and the parameter estimates are expected to converge in distribution).

In large surveys like the SCF and the EFF, a high percentage of the survey variables

must be imputed; so, within one iteration, these two steps (I and P-steps) are repeated

sequentially for each one of the survey variables having missing information. Appendix A

provides more detailed information about this sequential and iterative imputation process.

In all iterations, variables are imputed sequentially; the values imputed for one variable

are used to impute the remaining variables in the I-step. Thus, the choice of the order in

which the variables are imputed sequentially within the same iteration is not innocuous;

once we impute one variable, we have to update the missing values of all covariates that

are derived from the imputed variable and that take part in the imputation models of the

remaining variables. The order in which the variables are imputed sequentially matters.

For the EFF data, we start imputing those variables not having a high percentage of

missing information and those variables that are considered to be very good predictors of

the remaining variables to be imputed.

Functional form of the imputation models Concerning the imputation model, we

distinguish three different types of variables using the SCF multiple imputation macro

programs written by Arthur Kennickell: continuous, binary and categorical variables.

Continuous variables Continuous variables are imputed stochastically using linear

regression models. If y is the vector with dimension n × 1 containing the household

observations of the variable of interest to be imputed and if X is the matrix with dimension

n × k that includes the values of the k covariates of the imputation model, missing

information on continuous variables is imputed as follows:

y = Xβ + u, u | X ∼ N
(
0, σ2I

)
ŷmis = Xβ̂ + û, û | X ∼ N

(
0, σ̂2I

)
β̂ = (X ′X)

−1
X ′y, σ̂2 =

1

n

(
y′y − y′X(X ′X)−1X ′y

)
(8)

To impute the EFF survey, we do not estimate imputation models by maximum likeli-

hood, non-parametrically or non-linearly due to the enormous costs in terms of effort and
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time, since there is a huge number of very different patterns of item missingness among the

household covariates in large surveys like the EFF and the SCF. This is the reason why

we restrict the imputation of continuous variables to randomised linear-regression models

such as that in equation (8), since we can accommodate very easily a huge number of dif-

ferent patterns of item missingness across households, as if we implement different linear

imputation models for each observation i depending on the non-missing covariates in Xi.

For example, if the imputation model of the variable of interest, y, is specified to

have three covariates in the matrix, X = (x1 x2 x3), the missing values of households

having observed data in the three covariates are imputed using the following estimated

parameters of the imputation model:

β̂ =


x′1x1 x′1x2 x′1x3

x′2x1 x′2x2 x′2x3

x′3x1 x′3x2 x′3x3


−1

x′1y

x′2y

x′3y

 (9)

However, if the second covariate, xi2, is missing for household i, the imputation model

of the variable, ymis,i, should be based only on the other non-missing covariates, xi1 and

xi3, and the parameter estimates of this new imputation model can be obtained easily by

removing the rows and columns of matrices, (X ′X)−1 and X ′y, referring to the missing

second covariate in equation (9), as follows:

γ̂ =

 γ̂1

γ̂3

 =

 x′1x1 x′1x3

x′3x1 x′3x3


−1 x′1y

x′3y


ŷmis,i = xi1γ̂1 + xi3γ̂3 + v̂i, v̂i | x1, x3 ∼ N

(
0, ω̂2

)
ω̂2 =

1

n

y′y − y′( x1 x3

) γ̂1

γ̂3




Consequently, using linear regression models, we take advantage of reshaping easily

the matrices, (X ′X)−1 and X ′y, involved in the estimation of the imputation model par-

ameters in equation (8). For imputing the missing value of household i, ŷmis,i, we reshape

these matrices depending on the particular pattern of item missingness in the covariates,

Xi. This property of the linear regression models is very useful for accommodating dif-
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ferent patterns of item missingness, particularly when the number of covariates is very

high (from 100 to 200 in most imputation models).6 It is as if we implement imputation

models individually for each non-respondent household according to its pattern of missing

covariates. In the example above, for the non-respondent household i, we need to estimate

the parameters, γ, of the imputation model that only uses x1 and x3 as covariates and we

also need to estimate the variance, ω2, of the error term, v, implied by the new model.

Binary and categorical variables We estimate linear probability models for im-

puting binary variables and use hot deck procedures to impute categorical variables. Once

again, the reason why we do not estimate discrete choice models by maximum likelihood

or non-parametric models for imputing both binary and multinomial variables is the large

number of different patterns of item missingness across observations in a large survey like

the EFF.

Concerning the imputation of multinomial variables by hot deck procedures, the SCF

macro programs only allow us to use two covariates (either two discrete variables or one

discrete and one continuous variable). However, depending on the sample size, we can use

combinations between two or more discrete (or discretized) variables as the two covariates

of the imputation model. The hot deck method assigns at random one value among the

observed ones for households sharing the identical covariate values. Moreover, when the

cell size of such households resulting from the tabulation of the two covariates is very small

or when there are no household observations having identical covariate values (mainly

when we use one continuous covariate, such as total household income, or when the

covariates consist of combinations between variables), the SCF hot deck procedure makes

the cell size larger by merging adjacent cells having the nearest values of the covariates

and imputes one value randomly of the variable of interest in the enlarged-size cell.

Bounds Another very useful feature of the SCF imputation programs is the possibility

of restricting the imputed values of missing data to one upper and one lower bound specific

6One very useful feature of the SCF multiple imputation programs is that they exploit this property
of the linear regression models in a very simple way. The SCF imputation programs also deal with non-
monotone patterns of the item non-response across households, since these programs allow us to select
one set of covariates specific to each household, depending on the missing information.
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to each observation. The upper and lower bounds are constructed using the information

declared by the households and the missing information already imputed sequentially,

whereby the way of constructing these constraints depends greatly on the information

available for each household. The use of these bounds allows us to maintain consistency

between the observed data and the imputed values of missing information in the EFF

survey.

When the imputation model fails to impute stochastically one value inside the range

defined by these two bounds, the imputed value is set equal to the nearest bound. Nor-

mally, the imputation model needs several trials to draw one either sufficiently large or

small random number making the imputed value satisfy these upper and lower bounds.
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4 More practical issues of the imputation models of

the EFF data: covariates and specifications

This section explains more practical issues of the imputation models concerning both their

covariates and specifications.

4.1 Description of the imputation model covariates

As mentioned in Section 2, the goal of imputation is not to replace the missing data by

the most accurate predicted values, but to preserve the characteristics of the distribution

and the relationships between the different variables of the survey, so that the potential

analyses based on statistics, such as means, percentiles and correlations among different

variables, are unbiased. For this purpose, we need to include a high number of covariates

in the imputation models in order not to bias the tests of different hypotheses about

economic theories (for example, the permanent income hypothesis versus precautionary

saving motive in consumption topics). We classify the covariates included in the EFF

data imputation models into four groups, although some covariates may lie on several

groups at the same time as their use may be motivated by several reasons.

First group of covariates: determinants of the non-response The first group

of variables is formed by the determinants of non-response. The EFF data imputation

models rely on the assumptions of missing at random and ignorable missing data mech-

anism. In order to satisfy both assumptions, we should condition on a set of variables

explaining or being related to the non-response together with other covariates, so that

the MAR assumption does not become very strong.

For example, to impute wealth held in listed shares, this amount may be positively

correlated with the missing household wealth, so the assumption that the distribution of

the complete data (observed and missing) only depends on the observed data may be very

restrictive. However, if we can use wealth strata indicators as covariates of the imputation

models, this assumption becomes more acceptable; conditional on the household wealth

strata, the distribution of the complete data may only depend on the observed data, but
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not on the missing wealth.

Concerning the EFF data, variables that may be related to the non-response and that

should be included in the first group are the following: total household income; random

wealth strata indicators; regional indicators; age and education of both the household

head and the partner; and information provided by the interviewers, such as indicators of

the type of both building and neighbourhood, social status and house quality indicators,

the respondent’s degree of understanding and sense of responsibility in answering the

questionnaire, indicators of where the interview took place (either inside the house or at

the front door), and the number of other household members attending the interview.

Second group of covariates: good predictors of the outcome variable The

second group is formed by covariates that are very good at predicting and explaining the

variable of interest we want to impute. For example, among the variables included in this

group to impute household income variables and amounts of wealth held in each kind of

asset, we usually include non-durable consumption, since most regression estimates reveal

that consumption is a good predictor.

To impute the amount of wealth invested in each asset individually, some covariates

usually included are total household income, indicators of the different types of assets

owned by the household (the yes/no questions about asset holdings have very small frac-

tions of missing information), the current value of the owner-occupied house, the type

and number of real estate properties owned, and the total value of these properties. Both

the main residence and the other real estate properties are the most important assets in

which Spanish households usually invest a great percentage of their wealth.7

Depending on both the sample size and the fraction of missing information on the

values held in each asset, the values invested in the most common assets are generally

used as covariates of the imputation model of the rest of assets. The most common assets

are the main residence, other real estate properties, stocks, mutual funds and pension

schemes.

7See the following articles of the Economic Bulletin publications: “Survey of Household Finances
(EFF): Description, Methods, and Preliminary Results” (2005a) and Box 5 of “Quarterly Report on the
Spanish Economy” (2005b) on pages 62-63.
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Third group of covariates: economic variables possibly related to the outcome

variable The third group of covariates that the imputation models should allow for is

formed by those variables that are expected to affect or explain the variable to be imputed

according to different economic theories, in order to preserve the existing relationships

between these variables. The inclusion of this group of variables in the imputation model

is very important, in order not to condition or bias the estimates made by the potential

users of the data when they test the hypothesis of one particular economic model.

For example, irrespective of whether the current income may lie in the other groups of

covariates, when we impute non-durable consumption, we need to include current income

as a covariate, in order not to lead to misleading results and not to bias the estimates

of the potential users in favour of economic theories based on the permanent income

hypothesis.8 Moreover, in the imputation of non-durable consumption we also need

to include variables explaining household income uncertainty, so that we do not bias the

empirical evidence against precautionary saving motive models [see Dynan (1993), Carroll

(1994), and Albarran (2000), among others].

Fourth group of covariates: good predictors of missing covariates The fourth

group of covariates is formed by those variables that are determinants or very good pre-

dictors of the covariates included in the rest of the groups of variables. Its role is very

important, since variables are imputed sequentially based on both the observed data and

the values of the previously imputed variables and there is a very large number of different

patterns of item missingness across observations in the EFF.

For this reason, it is necessary to include variables that explain the covariates of the rest

of groups; if we have missing information on some key covariates, we need other covariates

that explain or predict the missing covariates very well. In this way, the imputation model

will not be very poor, as the matrices, (X ′X)−1 and (X ′y), can be reshaped in equation (8)

restricting the set of covariates of household i, Xi, to those not having missing information

when imputing the missing value of the variable of interest, yi.

8See Browning and Lusardi (1996) and Attanasio (1999) for recent surveys about household saving
and consumption.
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Therefore, the last group of covariates tries to predict and capture the explanatory

power of other missing predictors of the imputation model for some household observa-

tions; we usually try to include a set of key variables as large as allowed by the sample size

available to impute the variable of interest. Some of these essential household character-

istics are the following: both household composition and structure (number of children,

children’s age, household head’s civil status, number of adults in the household, number

of household member adults broken down by their labour market situation, among others)

as well as personal characteristics of both the household head and the partner, such as

age, education, labour history, current labour status, type of work done, economic activity

and other characteristics of the main job.

As a result, many variables of the survey, such as income, age and education, take

part as covariates in the imputation model due to the fact that they help achieve the

different aims of more than one group of covariates at the same time. The imputation

models must be very rich in terms of the number of covariates that we should include to

take into account all these questions (determinants of the non-response, good predictors,

economic variables possibly related to the variable of interest and good predictors of the

missing covariates). For this reason, hot-deck imputations of continuous variables, such as

income and wealth variables, may fail to preserve the relationships among the variables of

the survey, if we can only control for a very limited number of household characteristics.

This problem becomes more severe if the sample size involved in the imputation of the

wealth values of some particular assets is very small, since a low percentage of households

owns the assets, such as listed and unlisted shares, life insurance policies, mutual funds

and businesses.

4.2 Some specifications of the imputation models of continuous
variables

To take into account nonlinearity in the imputation models of income and wealth vari-

ables, regressors may either be formed by interactions between variables or introduced

in logarithms or as polynomials. To impute some euro questions that may have a zero
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value, such as the balance of current accounts, the value of the land and buildings of the

businesses that the household owns and the market value of the businesses, we first im-

pute a binary variable indicating whether the value is positive or not and then we impute

the positive values in logarithms. This is also done when the histogram of continuous

variables shows some probability mass points.

Continuous variables are usually imputed using models based on their logarithm. Ex-

ceptions are the questions about the amount of money that the household has to repay

in outstanding loans (loans taken out for the purchase of either the main residence or the

other real estate properties, and other debts). For these variables, we set up an imput-

ation model for the logarithm of the ratio of the amount of money not repaid to the total

value paid back; next, we recover the imputed value of the amount of money not repaid

in the outstanding loan using either observed or previously imputed data of the initial

amount of the loan. These model specifications work much better than the models that

impute directly the logarithm of the total amount pending repayment.

Questions asked separately to each particular asset within an asset type

Next, I will describe how we impute missing information about questions posed to house-

holds concerning their holdings in different mutual funds, pensions schemes, real estate

properties, loans, etc. (such as questions 4.31, 5.7, 2.39 and 2.18 of the EFF survey,

among others). The way of imputing these variables is to construct a pooling of sub-

samples defined for each asset within a given type. First, we generate the covariates of

the imputation model separately for each asset; next, we pool all these subsamples and

estimate the parameters of the imputation model over the pooled sample; and finally, the

imputed values of the variable of interest are updated in the original data set.

Constructed total household income variables The EFF provides two con-

structed variables for total household income: one corresponds to the earnings obtained

in 2001 and the other to the income received in the month in which the interview took

place (during 2002 or 2003). These two variables are calculated as the sum of the prop-

erty income from the households’ asset holdings as well as the labour and non-labour
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earnings received by all household members. If there is item non-response in at least one

source, the constructed total household income variable is imputed. These two measures

of income are imputed again by alternative imputation methods to study the effects of

different ways of handling missing data in Section 5.
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5 The effect of alternative methods of handling miss-

ing data on income and wealth

In this Section, I will study the effect of different ways of handling missing information by

focussing on some relevant variables of income and wealth using the first wave of the EFF

data. In particular, I will study four alternative ways of treating missing data: listwise

deletion, non-stochastic imputation using linear regressions and stochastic imputation

methods, such as single imputations by hot-deck procedures and single and multiple

imputations based on randomised linear regressions. I will not only pay attention to the

fact of whether the data are imputed stochastically or not and multiply or not, but also

to the kind of imputation model, distinguishing among models based on linear regressions

or non-parametric models based on hot-deck procedures. The variables on which this

empirical analysis is based are:

(i) The total household income earned in 2001 and the income received in the month in

which the interview took place.

(ii) The variables on the amounts of debts and wealth held in each of the assets used to

construct the households’ net wealth and some wealth and debt ratios.

(iii) The non-durable consumption and the current value of the stock of durable goods

to construct a measure of total consumption as done in Bover (2005) and a measure

of the household saving rate similar to that carried out in Dynan et al. (2004).

Subsection 5.1 explains the analysis and how I impute the income, wealth and con-

sumption variables non-stochastically and by hot-deck procedures. Subsection 5.2 shows

descriptive statistics of the marginal and conditional distributions of income and wealth

variables that are obtained with different methods of handling missing data. Finally, in

Subsection 5.3 I discuss the main results obtained when using income, wealth and con-

sumption variables imputed in various ways to estimate linear and quantile regression

models. The empirical approach I follow to estimate the models is very similar to that

implemented by Dynan et al. (2004) to study the relationship between the household

saving rate and income using median regression estimates.
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5.1 Empirical implementation

In this analysis, I impute the two income variables constructed in the EFF and the

amounts of debts and wealth values held in each asset conditional on its ownership, but

not the indicators of whether the household has the asset (or the debt). However, there is

also item non-response in some ownership indicators, such as in accounts, deposits, shares

and mutual funds participations, as well as missing information on many covariates used

in the imputation models. I do not consider missing information on these variables due

to the large number of item missingness patterns we should take into account and which

would make the implementation of this study very complicated unnecessarily.

Under the impossibility of an exact match of the EFF data to registered data to make

comparisons [as David et al. (1986) do], the approach I follow is to consider the first

data set imputed multiply as if it was the “true” data sample, in which there is only

item non-response in the total income variables, in the consumption of different goods

(non-durables, vehicles and housing equipment), in the value of both debts pending to

repayment and asset holdings that the households declare to have or that are previously

imputed to hold in the EFF. More precisely, using this sample I impute non-stochastically

using linear-regression models and stochastically by hot-deck procedures and compare the

results to the stochastic imputation regression procedures already obtained for the EFF,

as if the latter would provide the true data.9 The analysis of the different ways of

handling missing data is divided into three steps:

(i) Compare the estimates using the listwise deletion method with the estimates that

come from the multiple imputation regression procedures already obtained for the

EFF.

(ii) Compare the estimates coming from both the single and multiple randomised regres-

sions already imputed for the EFF. The single imputations correspond to the ones

in the first of the multiply imputed data sets in the EFF.

9To impute the two constructed total household income variables provided by the EFF, I restrict the
imputed income values to exceeding the income declared by the household in the EFF. When the non-
stochastic and hot-deck imputed values lie under this lower bound, I impute them the declared income.
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(iii) Compare the estimates obtained using non-stochastic regressions and single hot-

deck imputation methods with the estimates coming from the single imputation

regression procedure.

The non-stochastic and hot-deck imputations obtained for the first data set could be

also evaluated and compared with the multiple imputation of the EFF data methods

using the combined statistic in equation (6). As far as the multiply imputed samples

have converged in distribution during the EFF data imputation process, the five data

sets imputed multiply will provide consistent estimates of the statistics obtained using

single and multiple imputations. However, the estimates obtained using non-stochastic

and hot-deck imputations should not be compared directly with the estimates of the

listwise deletion method, since these two imputation methods and the listwise deletion are

applied on different data samples (the imputation methods on the first data set imputed

stochastically and the listwise deletion on the sample of observed data).

For the non-stochastic imputation, I use the same specifications and covariates in-

cluded in the EFF stochastic imputation models, but without adding the random number

from the normal distribution in equation (4). For hot-deck imputation, I include the

most significant categorical covariates using combinations of variables. Note that hot-

deck imputation is also a stochastic imputation method, since the value imputed is chosen

randomly from the cell formed by households having the same characteristics as the non-

respondent household.10 In this empirical analysis, when I say multiple imputation and

single imputation, I always refer to continuous variables that are imputed stochastically

as hot-deck procedures do, but using linear regression models that allow for a wide range

of covariates.

In non-stochastic and hot-deck imputations, income, debt, wealth and consumption

variables are imputed sequentially, but not iteratively as done in the algorithm of the

EFF multiple imputation [see equation (7)]. In the first data set imputed multiply by

the EFF, I convert the imputed values for these continuous variables into missing values,

and then I reimpute them sequentially by the alternative methods. In the non-stochastic

10In this empirical analysis, hot-deck imputation is done in Stata using the ado files written by Mander
and Clayton (STB 54: sg116.1).
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imputation method based on linear regression models, I impute each missing observation

individually. This is done by estimating as many linear regression models as needed to

accommodate the different patterns of item missingness among the income, wealth and

consumption covariates of the imputation models, in a similar way to that explained in

the example of Section 3.

As the sample used to impute by these alternative imputation methods is the first data

set imputed multiply, I expect that the differences obtained in the sample distributions

of wealth and income variables between the various imputation methods are only a lower

bound of those one would encounter if applying the imputation methods to all variables

at all stages of the imputation process. The differences would have been much larger if I

had imputed by hot deck procedures using the imputation algorithm in Section 3 and by

non-stochastic imputation using the subsample of observed data. Finally, the imputation

process by hot-deck is not done iteratively, since the sample data used to impute have

already converged in distribution across the iterations of the multiple imputation process

for the EFF. Therefore, the gain of imputing by hot-deck procedures iteratively in this

empirical implementation is very small.

5.2 Descriptive statistics

To construct savings and net worth variables, the wealth and debt variables are defined

in a similar way to that in Banco de España (2005a). Total consumption is obtained

as the sum of non-durable expenditures and the consumption of fixed proportions of the

current values of the stock of durable goods (house equipment and vehicles), as Bover

(2005) does. All monetary questions are deflated in 2001 euros. The household saving

rate is constructed in a similar way to Dynan et al. (2004).

I use an active saving measure that excludes capital gains. Annual saving is construc-

ted as the difference between the monthly average income earned in the year in which the

interview took place and the monthly average total consumption, multiplied by 12. The

household saving rate is obtained by dividing saving by the annual average of the house-

hold total income earned in the two periods reported in the 2002 wave of the EFF [2001

and the year of interview (2002/03)]. Following Dynan et al. (2004), in the denominator
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of the saving rate, I use the annual average of the total household income, since it may

be a better proxy for permanent income due to the fact that the average is less affected

by income transitory shocks than the earnings during a particular year. However, this

measure of household saving is very noisy, as wealth surveys underestimate and are not

meant to exhaustively measure the total household consumption, compared with diary

surveys like the Continuous Family Expenditure Survey (in Spanish, Encuesta Continua

de Presupuestos Familiares) in Spain [see Browning et al. (2003) for a discussion].

The performance of the alternative methods of dealing with missing data, analysed

here, is studied looking at: first, descriptive statistics of the marginal and conditional

distributions of the income and wealth variables, and second, the estimates of mean and

quantile regressions of some common wealth and debt ratios, such as the saving rate, the

net worth to income ratio, the financial burden ratio and the loan to value ratio.

Marginal distributions of income and wealth variables Figure 1 shows Epanech-

nikov kernel density estimates of the logarithms of the household total income in 2001,

wealth held in real assets, financial wealth and net wealth. The kernels are evaluated in

the same points of the variable across the four methods for handling missing data; for

the multiple imputation regression method, the kernel is obtained by averaging the kernel

function values of the five multiply imputed data sets in each point.

The kernel estimates show three features. First, the non-stochastic and hot-deck

imputation methods only differ significantly from the multiple imputation in the kernel

estimates for the total income and wealth held in financial assets. This is due, first, to

the fact that I have imputed using the EFF final data set instead of the subsample of

observed data, and second, to the fact that imputation methods seem to make less of a

difference for variables having lower percentages of missing information (28.7% in wealth

held in real assets, 39.4% in financial wealth and 51.9% in total income). The proportion

of missing information in net wealth is also high (51.2%), but the shape of the distribution

of the net wealth is similar to the pattern of the distribution of wealth in real assets due

to the fact that a large proportion of the Spanish households’ wealth is invested in real

estate, which exhibits a low rate of item non-response. Around the 79.2% of the total
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gross wealth is invested in main residences and other real estate properties, according

to the estimates from the EFF [see Box 5 on page 62-63, Banco de España (2005b) and

Bover et al. (2005)]. Another reason why the kernel estimates of the wealth held in real

assets do not differ greatly across alternative imputation methods is that the information

available for imputing real assets is much more detailed and rich than that available for

imputing financial assets.

The second feature highlighted by the kernel estimates is that the distribution of the

multiply imputed wealth and income variables are skewed to the right with respect to that

of the observed data, mainly for the total income, which is consistent with the fact that

item non-response rates on income and wealth variables are not random and are positively

correlated with the households’ wealth and income. The comparatively high skewness of

the income distribution may be also the result of the high rate of item non-response for

total income with respect to its counterpart in wealth held in real assets. Finally, the third

feature is that non-stochastic imputation seems to make the distributions more peaked

around the mean, mainly in financial wealth and income, while hot-deck imputation seems

to preserve the dispersion of the marginal distributions of variables.

Figure 2 shows the kernel estimates of the logarithm of the average total household

income, consumption, savings and monthly loan payments. The kernel density of the

average household income does not only reproduce the same pattern as that of the total

income earned in 2001, but also that of the estimated density of the total income received

in the year of the interview (not shown in the paper). The estimated kernel density of this

income variable also varies across alternative methods of handling missing data, as the

kernel densities of household savings and total consumption show (saving is constructed

as the income earned at the year of the interview minus total consumption). On the

contrary, the density of total consumption and monthly loan payments estimated using

the different imputation methods do not differ considerably, due to their low rates of item

non-response (19.1% and 8.7%, respectively).

Finally, Figure 3 shows the kernel estimates of the wealth and debt ratios (in loga-

rithms) that will be included in the regression estimates to analyse the performance of the
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different methods of treating missing data. These are the net wealth to average income

ratio, the household saving rate, the per cent ratio of the loan value to gross wealth (the

loan to value ratio), and the financial burden ratio (defined as the percentage of the annual

loan payments over the average total household income). Multiple imputation based on

randomised regressions shifts the distribution of the ratios towards one of the tails with

respect to the distribution of the observed data; it is shifted considerably to the right for

the saving rate and to the left tail for the rest of ratios, mainly for the financial burden

ratio. All the differences in the distributions are mainly caused by income and wealth.

Indeed, the distributions of the loan value pending repayment and the loan payments are

very similar across alternative methods of handling missing data due to the extremely

low item non-response rates (below 13.5%) and to the fact that the loan characteristics,

such as the initial value of the loan and the period length until the loan is fully repaid,

are very helpful in imputing these variables. Thus, alternative imputation methods are

expected not to make a difference.

Table 1 shows various descriptive statistics for all these variables. Descriptive statistics

are weighted to compensate for the unequal probability of the household being selected

due to the oversampling of the wealthy, geographical stratification and unit non-response.

Results are presented as ratios of percentiles over the median. Larger ratios of the per-

centiles below the median mean that these percentiles are nearer the median and there

is less dispersion; the same applies to the percentiles over the median when their ratio

takes smaller values. To compare descriptive statistics across the various methods of deal-

ing with missing data, I contrast the equality of estimates obtained using the multiple

imputation method with the estimates obtained by each of the rest of methods using

500 bootstrap replications and taking into account that the samples across alternative

methods are dependent.

Generally, the dispersion of the distribution of the variables imputed by hot-deck is

very similar to that of their counterparts imputed multiply using linear regression models;

the dispersion obtained by hot deck only seems to be higher in the upper tails of the

loan to value ratio and the saving rate, and lower in both measures of total household
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income shown in Table 1. On the contrary, as expected, the dispersion diminishes in non-

stochastically imputed variables, being significant in the total household income earned

in 2001, in the loan to value ratio and in the lowest tail of the financial burden ratio.

In non-stochastic and hot-deck imputation methods, the descriptive statistics of saving

rate are statistically different from those obtained by the multiple imputation method.

Comparing the listwise deletion and multiple imputation methods, the dispersion of the

distributions is quite similar or lower in the imputed variables (except for the financial

burden ratio and the top tail of the distribution of the total household income). However,

the medians of the total income and wealth variables are considerably larger for imputed

data.

Moreover, when we study income and wealth inequality looking at the shares of the

top 1%, 5% and 10% of the richest population (in terms of the variable of interest)

and Gini indices, these measures of inequality increase significantly after imputing the

data (mainly in net wealth with multiple randomised regression and hot-deck imputation

methods). This indicates that item non-response rates on income and wealth variables are

not random, but positively correlated with them, whereby the listwise deletion method

may bring a non-sensible measure of the inequality in income and wealth distributions.

Thus, the way of dealing with missing data may yield very different results in our empirical

studies in terms of income and wealth inequality and dispersion of the distributions.

Conditional distributions of income and wealth variables When looking at in-

come and wealth distribution broken down by percentiles and conditional on household

characteristics, such as the family head’s age, education and labour status, I find that

income and wealth variables generally follow similar patterns across methods of handling

missing data, although the differences encountered in the marginal distributions remain in

the conditional distributions. Table 2 shows weighted descriptive statistics of the condi-

tional distribution of total income; dispersion is measured by the ratio of the interquartile

range to the 25th percentile [ (p75−p25)
p25

], i.e. the number of times that the difference between

the 75th and 25th percentiles is in terms of the 25th percentile. Medians are higher with

multiple imputation method than with the rest of methods of treating missing data, and
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the dispersion is almost always lower with non-stochastic imputation and is more simi-

lar with the hot-deck imputation. Moreover, the pattern of median income according

to household characteristics bears more similarities in the samples imputed multiply and

non-stochastically than those in the sample imputed by hot-deck procedures. Particu-

larly, the imputation method by hot deck fails to reproduce the inverted-U shape of the

age-income profile and shows a flat income pattern among households with family heads

aged under 65.

The reason why hot-deck may fail to impute higher income values is that it cannot sup-

port a large number of covariates to take into account observed household heterogeneity,

in contrast to the other two imputation methods. Household income, family head’s age,

education and labour status are usually included as covariates in the hot-deck imputa-

tions; however, if the sample size is very small, some of these covariates must be excluded

from the model. This may explain why sometimes hot-deck imputation does not seem to

follow the same pattern across household characteristics, for example, in the conditional

distribution of the financial burden ratio across household net wealth (see Table 3).

5.3 Regression results

In this subsection, I investigate the consequences of the alternative methods of handling

missing data in the estimation of some conditional models based on the mean and the

0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 quantiles. Mean regressions robust to heteroskedasticity and quantile

regressions are estimated for the following saving and debt variables: the ratio of the

household’s net worth to average income, the saving rate, the financial burden ratio and

the loan to value ratio.

Mean : yj = Xjβj + vj,

αth quantile : yj = Xjβα,j + εα,j,

α = 25, 50, 75, j = LD, MI, S, NS, HD

Listwise deletion estimates are denoted by LD, multiple imputation by MI, single

imputation by S, non-stochastic imputation by NS and hot-deck by HD; yj is the N × 1
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dependent variable where missing data have been handled according to method j; N is

the number of observations; Xj is a N ×k matrix containing the set of k regressors; β de-

notes the parameter vector in each regression; vj and εα,j are the error terms in the mean

regression and in the αth quantile regression for method j, respectively. Multiple im-

putation estimates combine the estimates made separately over the five samples imputed

multiply using the formulae in equation (6).

To analyse the saving and debt variables, the empirical approach I follow is similar

to the one in Dynan et al. (2004) who estimate median regression models to study the

relationship between income and household saving rates. To focus on a homogeneous

group of population having a similar behaviour towards saving and debt, the sample is

restricted to households with family heads aged 30-59 and with household annual earnings

over 1,000. Earnings and other monetary variables are deflated with consumer price

indices based in 2001.

Following Dynan et al. (2004), the estimation strategy consists of a two-stage proced-

ure. In the first stage, current income measured by the annual average income of both

periods (2001 and 2002/03) is regressed on proxies for permanent income and family head

age bands. The age groups considered are 40 to 49, 50 to 59 and the omitted category

is of 30 to 39. Fitted values from this first-stage regression are used to place households

into predicted permanent income quintiles that will be included as explanatory variables

in the second stage. This is done to remove measurement errors and biases from the esti-

mation of the relationship between income and wealth in the second stage. The quintiles

of predicted permanent income are constructed separately for each age band.

In the second stage, the mean and quantile regressions for the household saving rates,

net wealth to income ratio, financial burden and loan to value ratio are estimated. Inde-

pendent variables include an intercept, predicted income quantiles (omitted the first), age

bands (omitted the age group of 30-39) and predicted income (divided by 10,000). This

two-stage procedure is estimated using the data obtained from each of the five methods

of handling missing data analysed (j = LD, MI, S, NS, HD). Standard errors are ob-

tained by bootstrapping the two-stage process with 500 replications. The standard errors
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and t-ratios of the combined estimators for the multiply imputed samples are constructed

according to the procedure proposed by Li et al. (1991). Tables 4 to 6 show unweighted

regression estimates, since the sample over the regressions are estimated has been selected

and the weights are only constructed to represent the whole sample. There is a public

discussion about the use of weights in such cases [see Deaton (1997) and Cameron and

Trivedi (2005)].

Median of the net worth to income ratio Table 4 shows the results of unweighted

median regression for the ratio of the household net worth to income. Comparing the

listwise deletion estimates with those obtained with multiple imputation, I find that,

when the multiple imputation estimates are significant, the t-ratios associated with listwise

deletion are significantly lower (this is true for all mean and quantile regression models

estimated here). For example, the listwise deletion estimates would indicate that the

median of the household worth to income ratio follows a flatter pattern according to

household head’s age, since the coefficient estimates associated with the age group of 40-

49 is not significantly different from the omitted group of 30-39. However, the multiple

imputation estimates show a profile increasing in age, being significant at the 1% level.

The less precise estimates obtained with the listwise deletion method may be due to the

very reduced sample size after deletion; in this case we are left with 18.5% of the sample

available in the case of randomised regression models for imputing multiply. With such a

small size, most of the explanatory variables are not significant, and therefore the listwise

deletion method could not support a wide range of empirical studies concerning household

income and portfolio choice.

Moreover, the listwise deletion and multiple imputation methods estimate different

patterns of the net worth to income ratio according to income. The net worth ratio

increases monotonically with income at the 10% level in the sample with missing cases

deleted. However, the multiple imputation method shows that the median of this ratio

only increases slightly with income only at the intermediate quintiles, but not monoton-

ically.

Regarding the non-stochastical linear regression imputation method, this seems to
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provide artificially more precise estimates than multiple imputation because it ignores the

uncertainty about the values predicted to replace missing data. In this way, this method

makes the distribution of the complete data (observed and imputed) more peaked around

the conditional mean. As a consequence, standard errors associated to some variables are

underestimated.

In contrast, the hot-deck imputation method estimates a different relationship between

the net worth ratio and household income. The estimates exhibit a more significant

and clear relationship between the net worth ratio and the income quintiles and also

suggest that the net worth ratio increases monotonically with income, unlike the multiple

imputation method based on randomised regressions. This may be due to the fact that

hot-deck procedures impute randomly and non-parametrically missing data using a limited

number of covariates. Household income and age of household head are two covariates

present in most of the hot-deck procedures for imputing income and wealth. However,

a large number of other household characteristics must be left out of the imputation

model or are not included very exhaustively, such as the household composition, portfolio

composition, spouse’s demographic characteristics and other variables related to labour

market and labour history of the couple.

Concerning stochastic imputation methods, Table 4 shows that the values estimated

with multiple imputation and single imputation (using the first EFF data set) are very

similar, the only difference being that standard errors are usually lower in single imput-

ation, since it takes the imputed value as if it was actually observed and does not take

into account the uncertainty about the imputed value [the between-imputation variance,

B, in equation (6)]. For example, this may lead to consider that the median of the net

worth ratio increases steadily with income from the third quintile using single imputation

and also grows monotonically with income, when actually the income pattern is rather

flatter according to the multiple imputation estimates.

Finally, Table 4 shows Hausman statistics that test for the equality of the parameter

estimates between two different methods. Under the null hypotheses, H0 : βMI = βj, j =

LD, S, the test statistics contrast the equality of the estimates obtained using the samples

imputed multiply with those using the subsample of observed data (H0 : βMI = βLD) and
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the single imputation method based on randomised regressions (H0 : βMI = βS). The

other two Hausman statistics test for the equality of the parameter estimates obtained

using single imputation based on randomised regressions with those using non-stochastic

imputation (H0 : βS = βNS) and hot-deck procedures (H0 : βS = βHD). These are

compared to single imputation estimates, due to the fact that the non-stochastic and

hot-deck imputation methods are applied to the sample that arises from the first data set

after converting into missing the imputed values of continuous variables of total income,

debt, consumption and wealth. The covariance matrix between the two estimators for the

Hausman test, V = E[
(
β̂j − β̂S

)(
β̂j − β̂S

)′
| Xj, XS], is estimated using bootstrap.

The values of these tests provide evidence of the equality of the single and multiple

imputation estimates based on randomised regressions (as expected), but reject the null

hypotheses of equality among the estimates obtained by the other methods of handling

missing data except for the listwise deletion method. The estimates obtained by the

listwise deletion seem to follow the same pattern as those by multiple imputation, but

the estimates are very imprecise. This may be the reason why Hausman statistics do not

reject the null hypothesis of equality of estimates.

The 25th and 75th quantile regressions of the net worth to income ratio In order

to investigate whether the alternative methods of handling missing data typically differ at

different quantiles, Table 5 shows the estimates of the quantile regressions for the 25 and

75 quantiles using the same specification as for the median regression. Quantile regressions

are not estimated jointly due to the small sample size. Once again the listwise deletion

method shows less precise estimates and not sensible estimates of the patterns between

variables compared with the multiple imputation. Moreover, the 25th quantile estimates

provide evidence that the listwise deletion may bias the results, since the listwise deletion

estimates indicate that the net worth ratio increases monotonically with one additional

euro of earnings, while the multiple imputation estimates show that the net worth ratio

grows with the income quintile, but not monotonically within quintile. In both quantiles,

the listwise deletion method does not estimate a steadily increasing pattern of the net

worth ratio according to age.
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Once again, the non-stochastic imputation method provides more precise estimates

with frequently higher t-ratios in the significant explanatory variables than those ob-

tained in the data imputed by randomised regressions. Moreover, the absolute values of

the estimated coefficients with the non-stochastic imputation are also higher than those

with the randomised imputations. This is due to the fact that the non-stochastic im-

putation method imputes missing data with conditional mean values, which makes the

distribution of the data more peaked around the mean. This leads the non-stochastic

method to estimate artificially stronger links among variables than those that arise from

the stochastic imputation methods.

Concerning hot-deck imputations, this method seems to fail to reproduce the pattern

of the net worth ratio for income and age. In both quantiles, the increasing age profile

of the net worth ratio is stronger. Regarding income at the 25th quantile, net worth

ratio increases with income quintile and monotonically within quintile, while the multiple

imputation estimates indicate that it does not vary with household income.

Finally, as single imputation treats the imputed values as if they were observed ones

and does not take into account the uncertainty associated with them, sometimes it fails

to establish the significance of the variables suitably. For example, in the 25th quantile

regression, the estimates also indicate profiles increasing in income for the net worth ratio

at the 1% level.

Various variables: tests of equality of the coefficient estimates across the dif-

ferent methods of handling missing data To investigate further the rejection of

the equality of coefficient estimates across alternative methods of handling missing data,

Table 7 shows the p-values of Hausman tests applied to the mean and quantile regres-

sions. Both the weighted and unweighted regressions for net worth to income ratio, saving

rate, financial burden ratio and loan to value ratio have the same specifications as above.

The unweighted mean and median regression estimates of these ratios are shown in Table

6 for the multiple imputation method. In general, the mean regressions of wealth and

debt ratios on predicted income quintiles and age bands are poor, mainly for debt ratios.

These estimates suggest that the means of these debt ratios seem not to depend greatly
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on income nor to vary with income quintiles. One typical feature of these wealth and debt

ratios is the presence of a high proportion of extreme values due to measurement errors,

which makes it more convenient to estimate quantile regressions. The quantile regressions

reveal that these ratios vary considerably with the income quintiles and the relationship

is different across quantiles.

The household saving rate defined as in this paper seems not to be a good measure

or proxy of the household’s savings and wealth due to the presence of large measurement

errors in the savings variable. In almost all estimates obtained with the different methods

of handling missing data, age is not significant in explaining the household saving rate.

On the contrary, the estimates indicate that the financial burden ratio and the loan to

value ratio are decreasing with family head’s age and the decline is more steady at higher

quantiles. The financial burden ratio also decreases with household income quintile, but

the loan to value ratio does not depend on the household income, except for the 75th

quantile of the households more indebted (not shown in the paper) that exhibits the same

decreasing income profile.

Table 7 shows that Hausman statistics provide evidence for the equality between the

estimates obtained by multiple and single imputations based on randomised regressions.

As shown by the p-values of the stastistics, Hausman test cannot reject the equality of the

estimates in the subsample of observed data, mainly for the net worth ratio regressions.

However, the listwise deletion method does not provide statistically significant estimates

due to the small sample size again. The estimates across alternative imputation methods

seem to differ greatly with single imputation in terms of Hausman statistics, except for

the loan to value ratio. Non-stochastic imputation makes the variables involved in the

models more dependent among themselves and also yields more significant estimates,

since this method imputes missing data with conditional means and underestimate the

dispersion of the complete data (observed and imputed). Finally, the differences between

hot-deck and randomised regression imputations may be due to the inability of the former

to capture the correlation of the variable of interest with a large number of covariates in

the imputation models, which distorts the relationships among the variables.
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6 Conclusions

One typical feature of wealth surveys is the presence of high rates of item non-response due

to the lack of knowledge or to the unwillingness of households to reveal certain information

about their income and wealth. As item non-response rates are not random but depend

on household characteristics, studies carried out by users of the data may be misleading

if this missing information is not imputed. Using the 2002 wave of the Spanish Survey of

Household Finances (in Spanish, Encuesta Financiera de las Familias, EFF), I analyse

the performance of alternative methods of handling missing data, specifically, listwise

deletion, non-stochastic imputation and hot-deck imputation as compared to the multiple

imputation method used in the first wave of the EFF.

The goal of this paper is to emphasise the importance of the way of handling missing

data and the impact of the method used on the outcome of empirical studies. Indeed, the

results obtained with alternative methods may be very different in terms of the inequality

of income and wealth, dispersion of the distributions, and the potential relationships

among variables.

For this purpose, using the first data set of the EFF multiply imputed, I impute non-

stochastically household income, wealth, debt and consumption variables using the same

specifications and covariates of the EFF multiple imputation models in order to evaluate

the performance of the stochastic versus non-stochastic imputation methods. Similarly,

I choose the most significant covariates of the models in order to impute income and

wealth variables by hot-deck procedures. The number of covariates selected depends on

the fraction of missing information and the sample size available to impute the variable

of interest, since the cells in which the covariates split the sample must not be exces-

sively small. Thus, the main drawbacks of the hot-deck imputations are the necessity of

selecting carefully few key covariates, because of the inability of including a wide range

of covariates to preserve the relationships and correlations among variables. The listwise

deletion method removes from the sample all those observations having missing data in

the variables used in the empirical analysis.

To compare the various methods of treating missing data, I show weighted and un-
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weighted descriptive statistics of the marginal and conditional distributions of the house-

hold total income, net wealth, financial wealth, value of holdings in real assets, and debt

ratios. Moreover, I also show some mean regressions and quantiles regressions, in order

to analyse the similarities and differences of the estimates across methods.

There are five main results highlighted in this paper. First, the listwise deletion may

bring imprecise estimates due to small sample sizes after deletion, if the fraction of miss-

ing information is high. Second, more seriously, the listwise deletion method may lead

to a severe bias and non-sensible analyses if the item non-response rates are not random

and correlated with the variables of interest, income and wealth in this case. Third,

non-stochastic imputation method makes the distribution of the complete data (observed

and imputed) more peaked around the means of variables and underestimates the dis-

persion of the distributions, which leads to overestimate more significant and stronger

relationships among variables. Fourth, the hot-deck imputation method helps preserve

the dispersion of the distributions, but fails to reproduce some patterns of income and

wealth variables according to household characteristics. This is probably because the

hot-deck imputation models cannot allow for a large number of covariates in order to

preserve the relationships among the variables. This fact seems to be crucial for imputing

the household total income. Finally, single imputation may yield misleading information

about the significance of the regressors. In particular, it underestimates variances since

it treats the imputed values as if they were the actual ones and therefore does not take

into account the uncertainty about the imputation models used (the between-imputation

variance).
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A Appendix

The imputation process has a sequential and iterative structure based on data augment-

ation algorithm (see Tanner and Wong, 1987) and Markov chain Monte Carlo method, as

explained in Section 3 and shown in Equation (A.1):

I-step (Imputation step): Ŷ
(t)
mis ∼ P

(
Ymis | Yobs,θ̂

(t−1)
)

P-step (Posterior step): θ̂
(t)
∼ P

(
θ | Yobs,Ŷ (t)

mis

)
(
Ŷ

(1)
mis, θ̂

(1)
)
,
(
Ŷ

(2)
mis, θ̂

(2)
)
, · · · d→ P (Ymis, θ | Yobs) (A.1)

First iteration of the imputation process The first iteration of the imputation

process basically differs from the rest of iterations in the way that the starting values of

the parameters, θ̂
(0)

, are chosen, due to the fact that estimates of the model parameters

are not available from a preceding iteration. Instead, the starting values, θ̂
(0)

, correspond

to the estimates of the imputation model of each variable, but using the subsample of

both the observed data and the values of the missing data previously imputed within the

first iteration:

θ̂
(0)

1 ∼ P (θ1 | Yobs)

θ̂
(0)

2 ∼ P
(
θ2 | Yobs, ŷ(1)

mis,1

)
...

θ̂
(0)

K ∼ P
(
θK | Yobs, ŷ(1)

mis,1, ŷ
(1)
mis,2, . . . , ŷ

(1)
mis,K−1

)
(A.2)

In the I-step of the first iteration, the initial value of θ1, θ̂
(0)

1 , corresponds to the

estimates from the empirical model with the same covariates as those included in the

imputation model of the first variable to be imputed, ymis,1, but only using the subsample

of the observed data, P (θ1 | Yobs). When we impute this first variable stochastically, ŷ
(1)
mis,1,

from the distribution P
(
ymis,1 | Yobs,θ̂

(0)

1

)
, we estimate the initial values of the parameters

of the imputation model of the second variable to be imputed, θ̂
(0)

2 , using the empirical

model that includes the same covariates as its imputation model, P
(
θ2 | Yobs, ŷ(1)

mis,1

)
,

but restricting the sample to both the observed data and the imputed data of the first
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variable, denoted as Yobs and ŷ
(1)
mis,1, respectively. This sequential process continues until

imputing the last variable of the survey, ŷ
(1)
mis,K . If the survey has K variables, the way of

imputing in the first iteration is as follows:

I-step : P
(
Ymis | Yobs, θ̂

(0)
)



ŷ
(1)
mis,1 ∼ P

(
ymis,1 | Yobs,θ̂

(0)

1

)
ŷ

(1)
mis,2 ∼ P

(
ymis,2 | Yobs,ŷ(1)

mis,1, θ̂
(0)

2

)
ŷ

(1)
mis,3 ∼ P

(
ymis,3 | Yobs,ŷ(1)

mis,1, ŷ
(1)
mis,2, θ̂

(0)

3

)
...

ŷ
(1)
mis,K ∼ P

(
ymis,K | Yobs,ŷ(1)

mis,1, ŷ
(1)
mis,2, . . . , ŷ

(1)
mis,K−1, θ̂

(0)

K

)
P-step : θ̂

(1)
∼ P

(
θ | Yobs,Ŷ (1)

mis

)
θ′ = (θ′1 θ

′
2 . . . θ

′
K) (A.3)

In the first iteration of the imputation process, the imputed values of one variable are

not only used to impute the remaining variables within the iteration (the I-step), but also

to estimate the parameters of the imputation models of successive variables with missing

information [see equation (A.2)]. In the I-step of whatever iteration, the imputed data

are treated as if they were actually observed for imputing the remaining variables. The

parameter vector, θ, collects all the parameter subvectors, θi i = 1, . . . K, implied by the

imputation model of each variable.

After the I-step, we implement the P-step as in equation (A.3): once all variables

are imputed, the parameter vector of the imputation model, θ, is estimated for imputing

missing information in the next iteration. Then, we start the second and the remaining

iterations following the two steps described in equation (A.1). This sequential and iterat-

ive process continues until the sixth iteration, when the missing data and the parameter

values of the imputation models are expected to converge in distribution.

Finally, we implement two procedures specific to the implementation of the imput-

ation of the EFF to ensure reasonably starting values of continuous variables that come

from randomisation in the first iteration of the imputation process and to evaluate the

convergence of the sample distributions (imputed stochastically) across iterations of the

imputation process [see Bover (2004) and Barceló (2006) for details].
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Figure 1: Kernel density estimates of some variables of the households’ income and wealth.
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimates of some relevant variables of household wealth and debts.
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Figure 3: Kernel density estimates of average total household income, total consumption, saving and loan payments.
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Table 1: Weighted descriptive statistics of household income and wealth variables.

Linear-regressions Hot-deck
Listwise Multiple Non-stochastic Single
deletion imputation imputation imputation

Net wealth:
Quantile/median ratios:

10th percentile 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04
25th percentile 0.36 0.42 0.42 0.42
75th percentile 1.90 1.88 1.86 1.90
90th percentile 3.42 3.36 3.32 3.42

Median 78, 363 91, 273 90, 263 93, 299
Shares:

Top 1% 10.46 15.29 14.70 18.93
Top 5% 27.04 31.46 30.83 34.27
Top 10% 40.21 43.74 43.15 46.10

Gini index: 56.88 58.33 57.75 60.12
Total income in 2001:

Quantile/median ratios:
10th percentile 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.34
25th percentile 0.58 0.59 0.63 0.60
75th percentile 1.61 1.65 1.58 1.55
90th percentile 2.42 2.60 2.40 2.38

Median 17, 350 22, 067 18, 843 20, 328
Shares:

Top 1% 6.61 6.75 6.50 7.18
Top 5% 18.48 19.56 18.29 19.46
Top 10% 29.20 30.62 28.93 29.96

Gini index: 39.92 41.63 38.95 40.11
Financial wealth:

Quantile/median ratios:
10th percentile 0.08 0.07 0.11 0.07
25th percentile 0.25 0.23 0.28 0.23
75th percentile 4.04 3.55 4.06 3.79
90th percentile 11.32 10.33 11.71 10.69

Median 3, 477 4, 169 3, 465 4, 452
Shares:

Top 1% 24.16 33.26 31.77 44.10
Top 5% 50.43 55.81 55.31 63.66
Top 10% 66.06 69.34 69.14 74.79
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Table 1: Weighted descriptive statistics of household income and wealth variables (Cont.).

Linear-regressions Hot-deck
Listwise Multiple Non-stochastic Single
deletion imputation imputation imputation

Average total income:
Quantile/median ratios:

10th percentile 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.37
25th percentile 0.62 0.60 0.62 0.61
75th percentile 1.57 1.60 1.56 1.53
90th percentile 2.30 2.52 2.38 2.41

Median 16, 760 22, 703 18, 619 20, 009
Shares:

Top 1% 6.33 6.53 6.68 6.36
Top 5% 18.83 18.96 18.69 18.60
Top 10% 29.03 29.89 29.24 29.29

Net wealth to average income ratio:
Quantile/median ratios:

10th percentile 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.04
25th percentile 0.35 0.44 0.44 0.43
75th percentile 2.06 1.91 1.88 1.97
90th percentile 4.11 3.29 3.16 3.39

Median 3.99 3.91 4.71 4.56
Saving rate:

Quantile/median ratios:
10th percentile −0.68 0.05 −0.11 −0.14
25th percentile 0.14 0.55 0.44 0.42
75th percentile 1.66 1.42 1.51 1.47
90th percentile 2.29 1.77 1.92 1.87

Median 0.29 0.49 0.37 0.41
Loan to value ratio (%):

Quantile/median ratios:
10th percentile 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13
25th percentile 0.37 0.35 0.36 0.37
75th percentile 2.27 2.25 2.20 2.37
90th percentile 3.86 3.82 3.67 4.03

Median 20.24 17.79 18.45 16.77
Financial burden ratio (%):

Quantile/median ratios:
10th percentile 0.39 0.33 0.38 0.34
25th percentile 0.66 0.58 0.59 0.58
75th percentile 1.41 1.52 1.49 1.55
90th percentile 2.09 2.21 2.18 2.25

Median 18.38 14.25 17.05 16.31
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the total household income earned in 2001 according to the main household characteristics and across
methods of handling missing data.

Imputation based on linear regression: Hot-deck imputation
Listwise deletion Multiple Non-stochastic Single

Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25
Percentile of income:

Lower than 20 5, 880 0.52 7, 616 0.74 6, 720 0.61 6, 867 0.68
Between 20 and 40 11, 900 0.29 14, 722 0.26 12, 982 0.22 13, 767 0.23
Between 40 and 60 17, 350 0.21 22, 039 0.20 18, 843 0.20 20, 300 0.21
Between 60 and 80 25, 053 0.21 32, 538 0.23 26, 600 0.21 28, 560 0.23
Between 80 and 90 34, 370 0.15 47, 898 0.19 37, 437 0.18 40, 000 0.17
Between 90 and 100 54, 002 0.42 74, 682 0.51 57, 412 0.40 59, 406 0.54

Percentile of net wealth:
Lower than 25 13, 205 1.63 16, 278 1.64 13, 611 1.46 15, 400 1.55
Between 25 and 50 15, 000 1.50 18, 793 1.59 16, 393 1.47 16, 800 1.46
Between 50 and 75 17, 948 1.43 23, 680 1.54 21, 000 1.36 21, 600 1.36
Between 75 and 90 23, 352 1.46 30, 570 1.56 25, 792 1.23 26, 498 1.45
Between 90 and 100 38, 200 1.83 48, 062 1.57 39, 100 1.35 37, 443 1.47

Family head’s age:
Below 35 19, 500 1.34 23, 671 1.19 19, 986 1.02 23, 480 1.01
Between 35 and 44 19, 206 1.31 24, 378 1.48 21, 240 1.15 21, 840 1.24
Between 45 and 54 21, 950 1.32 28, 904 1.60 24, 554 1.31 25, 030 1.23
Between 55 and 64 21, 150 1.50 25, 797 1.70 22, 210 1.39 23, 592 1.60
Between 65 and 74 12, 000 1.90 16, 535 1.92 14, 000 1.71 14, 445 1.66
75 or over 7, 700 1.22 10, 388 1.66 8, 239 1.38 9, 240 1.63

Family head’s education:
Below secondary 13, 595 1.73 17, 523 1.77 15, 120 1.56 15, 930 1.56
Secondary 21, 668 1.19 25, 860 1.29 22, 400 1.11 24, 100 1.13
University 29, 765 1.31 38, 639 1.62 33, 636 1.42 34, 770 1.40

Family head’s labour status:
Employee 22, 196 1.11 27, 025 1.31 23, 730 1.06 24, 400 1.13
Self-employed 21, 950 1.78 31, 118 1.72 25, 165 1.25 26, 000 1.35
Retired 12, 600 1.68 16, 848 1.72 14, 101 1.57 15, 076 1.56
Inactive or unemployed 8, 200 1.97 12, 425 2.31 9, 927 2.17 12, 020 2.45

Notes from Table 2 to Table 3: IQR is the interquartile range and p25 denotes the 25th percentile.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the ratio (%) of loan payments to average total household income according to the main household
characteristics and across methods of handling missing data.

Imputation based on linear regression: Hot-deck imputation
Listwise deletion Multiple Non-stochastic Single

Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25 Median IQR/p25
Percentile of income:

Lower than 20 22.34 3.58 26.32 1.29 28.95 1.23 29.78 1.40
Between 20 and 40 24.10 0.80 19.11 1.18 21.25 1.21 20.32 1.30
Between 40 and 60 20.64 0.85 16.40 1.23 19.95 1.12 19.19 1.65
Between 60 and 80 17.01 0.81 12.99 1.32 15.79 1.12 14.66 1.25
Between 80 and 90 17.02 1.12 10.85 1.64 13.13 1.57 13.24 1.57
Between 90 and 100 10.75 1.40 8.52 1.73 11.39 1.48 10.27 2.32

Percentile of net wealth:
Lower than 25 19.42 0.96 16.31 1.86 18.60 1.47 17.83 1.99
Between 25 and 50 20.12 0.77 15.97 1.26 18.69 1.00 17.61 1.30
Between 50 and 75 15.57 1.23 12.85 1.55 15.56 1.43 13.62 1.46
Between 75 and 90 17.30 1.35 12.33 2.18 15.67 1.71 16.64 1.85
Between 90 and 100 12.21 1.36 12.41 1.99 13.78 2.28 14.55 2.73

Family head’s age:
Below 35 20.00 1.30 16.72 1.42 20.27 1.19 19.10 1.44
Between 35 and 44 18.79 0.95 15.60 1.35 18.49 1.29 18.08 1.50
Between 45 and 54 17.30 1.93 11.91 1.97 15.09 1.56 14.10 1.58
Between 55 and 64 16.65 1.48 12.27 2.15 14.80 1.91 14.33 2.25
Between 65 and 74 15.28 1.01 11.17 1.61 13.70 1.48 13.94 1.60
75 or over 17.47 2.06 15.16 1.17 16.72 1.12 15.85 0.93

Family head’s education:
Below secondary 19.12 0.98 15.61 1.80 18.02 1.55 17.42 1.66
Secondary 18.57 1.49 14.14 1.54 17.72 1.40 15.85 1.72
University 15.57 0.92 11.36 1.45 13.67 1.14 14.06 1.33

Family head’s labour status:
Employee 17.75 1.21 13.80 1.51 16.65 1.43 16.29 1.50
Self-employed 23.70 1.16 17.33 2.02 22.52 1.81 20.60 2.26
Retired 18.13 1.03 12.77 1.85 15.59 1.67 14.96 1.80
Inactive or unemployed 16.97 1.30 14.64 1.71 16.65 1.89 16.23 1.74
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Table 4: Unweighted median regressions of the household’s net worth to income ratio across alternative methods of handling missing data.

Dependent variable: net worth to average income ratio

Median (q50) : yj = Xjβ50,j + ε50,j; j = LD, MI, S, NS, HD

Imputation by linear-regression models Hot-deck
Listwise deletion (βLD) Multiple (βMI) Single (βS) Non-stochastic (βNS) Single imputation (βHD)

q50 q50 q50 q50 q50
Quintile 2 0.029

(0.03)
0.559
(1.10)

0.512
(1.01)

0.742
(1.26)

0.645
(1.45)

Quintile 3 0.514
(0.39)

0.927
(1.72)

0.958
(1.93)

1.073
(1.73)

1.198
(2.40)

Quintile 4 −0.072
(−0.04)

1.346
(2.35)

1.169
(2.03)

1.706
(2.81)

1.505
(2.59)

Quintile 5 −1.735
(−0.65)

1.262
(1.47)

1.025
(1.35)

1.567
(1.97)

1.440
(1.71)

Age 40-49 1.044
(1.51)

1.258
(4.32)

1.391
(5.49)

1.491
(4.41)

1.317
(3.97)

Age 50-59 2.264
(2.64)

2.561
(7.19)

2.455
(7.79)

3.014
(7.52)

2.818
(7.22)

Income/104 1.518
(1.85)

0.166
(1.14)

0.197
(1.59)

0.168
(1.13)

0.300
(1.60)

Intercept −0.596
(−0.53)

1.319
(2.82)

1.199
(2.56)

1.788
(3.15)

1.359
(3.04)

Pseudo R2 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03
Test: βα,j = βα,S - - - 0.00 0.00
Test: βα,j = βα,MI 0.72 - 0.47 - -
Sample size 448 2426 2426 2426 2426

Notes: Figures in parentheses are t-ratios. The median is denoted by q50. Standard errors of multiple imputation estimates are calculated as
proposed by Li et al. (1991). In all estimates, the standard errors are computed over 500 bootstrap replications.
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Table 5: Unweighted quantile regression estimates of the household’s net worth to income ratio across alternative methods of handling
missing data.

Dependent variable: net worth to average income ratio

Quantile αth (qα) : yj = Xjβα,j + εα,j; α = 25, 75; j = LD, MI, S, NS, HD

Imputation by linear-regression models Hot-deck
Listwise deletion (βLD) Multiple (βMI) Single (βS) Non-stochastic (βNS) Single imputation (βHD)
q25 q75 q25 q75 q25 q75 q25 q75 q25 q75

Quintile 2 −0.076
(−0.14)

−2.229
(−1.05)

0.470
(1.53)

−0.690
(−0.80)

0.378
(1.22)

−0.918
(−1.27)

0.337
(0.88)

−1.116
(−1.40)

0.758
(2.16)

−0.069
(−0.08)

Quintile 3 0.386
(0.57)

−0.582
(−0.26)

0.925
(3.39)

0.033
(0.04)

0.941
(3.73)

−0.002
(0.00)

1.123
(3.42)

−0.871
(−1.08)

1.063
(3.31)

0.768
(0.88)

Quintile 4 0.530
(0.63)

0.581
(0.19)

1.342
(4.76)

0.268
(0.27)

1.201
(5.49)

−0.029
(−0.03)

1.829
(6.56)

0.926
(1.00)

1.441
(4.81)

2.239
(1.96)

Quintile 5 −0.150
(−0.09)

−2.209
(−0.40)

1.329
(2.56)

−0.499
(−0.33)

1.028
(2.79)

−1.374
(−1.03)

1.890
(4.40)

0.785
(0.42)

1.725
(3.47)

0.259
(0.13)

Age 40-49 0.438
(1.18)

−0.096
(−0.08)

0.822
(3.85)

1.111
(2.14)

0.822
(4.29)

1.290
(2.62)

0.938
(3.71)

1.881
(3.07)

0.871
(3.53)

1.228
(2.06)

Age 50-59 1.008
(1.90)

4.264
(2.61)

1.530
(6.44)

3.143
(4.70)

1.500
(7.93)

3.028
(5.30)

1.988
(8.11)

4.289
(6.99)

1.744
(7.16)

3.891
(5.52)

Income/104 0.857
(2.16)

1.450
(0.99)

0.123
(1.24)

0.594
(2.00)

0.159
(2.26)

0.676
(2.50)

0.149
(1.39)

0.200
(0.51)

0.167
(1.46)

0.794
(1.90)

Intercept −1.085
(−2.18)

4.103
(1.78)

−0.155
(−1.05)

4.215
(5.99)

−0.201
(−1.83)

4.148
(6.30)

−0.144
(−1.01)

6.284
(8.88)

−0.190
(−1.14)

3.973
(4.98)

Pseudo R2 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03
Test: βα,j = βα,S - - - - - - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Test: βα,j = βα,MI 0.16 0.42 - - 0.81 0.76 - - - -
Sample size 448 448 2426 2426 2426 2426 2426 2426 2426 2426

Notes: Figures in parentheses are t-ratios. The 25th and 75th quantiles are denoted by q25 and q75, respectively. Standard errors of multiple
imputation estimates are calculated as proposed by Li et al. (1991). In all estimates, the standard errors are computed over 500 bootstrap
replications.
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Table 6: Combined estimates of the unweighted mean and median regressions of the household net worth to income ratio, saving rate,
financial burden ratio and loan to value ratio.

Mean : yMI = XMIβMI + vMI ,

Median (q50) : yMI = XMIβ50,MI + ε50,MI

Net worth ratio Saving rate Financial burden ratio (%) Loan to value ratio (%)
Mean q50 Mean q50 Mean q50 Mean q50

Quintile 2 −0.152
(−0.24)

0.559
(1.10)

−0.036
(−0.86)

−0.048
(−1.01)

1.022
(0.24)

−0.094
(−0.05)

−31.111
(−0.26)

0.830
(0.18)

Quintile 3 0.150
(0.23)

0.927
(1.72)

0.030
(0.91)

0.010
(0.24)

−2.877
(−0.91)

−3.127
(−1.94)

−27.734
(−0.24)

−1.327
(−0.38)

Quintile 4 0.397
(0.54)

1.346
(2.35)

0.094
(2.83)

0.078
(2.06)

−0.372
(−0.08)

−3.790
(−2.19)

−122.819
(−1.40)

−4.249
(−1.34)

Quintile 5 −0.043
(−0.03)

1.262
(1.47)

0.104
(2.18)

0.092
(1.68)

−4.505
(−1.25)

−6.024
(−3.27)

−115.974
(−1.53)

−6.132
(−1.60)

Age 40-49 0.982
(2.32)

1.258
(4.32)

0.023
(1.28)

0.007
(0.25)

−3.256
(−2.54)

−3.532
(−3.68)

57.991
(1.14)

−10.775
(−4.50)

Age 50-59 2.665
(5.02)

2.561
(7.19)

0.013
(0.58)

0.014
(0.43)

−0.164
(−0.05)

−3.719
(−3.14)

−1.560
(−0.04)

−16.189
(−7.36)

Income/104 0.630
(2.32)

0.166
(1.14)

0.012
(1.73)

0.009
(1.09)

−0.614
(−1.08)

−0.010
(−0.04)

−4.020
(−0.67)

0.049
(0.12)

Intercept 2.577
(4.80)

1.319
(2.82)

0.420
(15.59)

0.465
(15.47)

23.453
(10.40)

19.475
(13.75)

145.180
(1.68)

28.809
(8.32)

Pseudo R2 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02
Sample size 2426 2426 2426 2426 1257 1257 1254 1254

Notes: Figures in parentheses are t-ratios. The median is denoted by q50. Standard errors of multiple imputation estimates are calculated as
proposed by Li et al. (1991). In all estimates, the standard errors are computed over 500 bootstrap replications.
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Table 7: P-values of test statistics for the equality of the parameter estimates in mean
and quantile regressions in which the income and wealth variables have been imputed by
different methods.

Unweighted regressions Weighted regressions
Quantiles Quantiles

Mean q25 q50 q75 Mean q25 q50 q75

Net worth to average
income ratio:
Ho : βLD = βMI 0.61 0.16 0.72 0.42 0.98 0.69 0.95 0.99
Ho : βS = βMI 0.86 0.81 0.47 0.76 0.72 1.00 0.24 0.68
Ho : βNS = βS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.00
Ho : βHD = βS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00

Saving rate:
Ho : βLD = βMI 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ho : βS = βMI 1.00 0.88 0.34 0.59 0.68 0.97 0.60 0.74
Ho : βNS = βS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ho : βHD = βS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Financial burden ratio:
Ho : βLD = βMI 0.33 0.00 0.02 0.28 0.21 0.00 0.02 0.25
Ho : βS = βMI 1.00 0.46 0.93 0.78 0.98 0.65 0.73 0.75
Ho : βNS = βS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ho : βHD = βS 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00

Loan to value ratio:
Ho : βLD = βMI 0.00 0.48 0.08 0.07 0.55 0.50 0.15 0.02
Ho : βS = βMI 1.00 0.98 0.95 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.75 0.95
Ho : βNS = βS 0.92 0.86 0.81 0.96 0.96 0.75 0.52 0.66
Ho : βHD = βS 0.98 0.60 0.95 0.89 0.98 0.89 0.58 0.69

Notes: The 25th, 50th and 75th quantiles are denoted by q25, q50 and q75, respectively.
The parameter vector of the regressions (OLS or quantile regressions) are denoted indis-
tinctly by β across alternative methods of dealing with missing data: NS = non-stochastic
imputation, S = single imputation and HD = hot-deck imputation.
Standard errors of multiple imputation estimates are calculated as proposed by Li et al.
(1991). In all estimates, the standard errors are computed over 500 bootstrap replications.
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